
Telecommunications Company Eases the Pain & Price 
of Collections with CanadaDirect’s Voice Assistant 

Solution (VAS) Technology    

USE CASE: Telecom

The Challenges
When a leading telecommunications company changed its billing practices, many customers fell behind 
on payment. In an attempt to get a handle on rising receivables, the organization implemented a 
collections campaign with live agents. As reps struggled to navigate di�cult calls and collect on 
thousands of past-due accounts, however, the costs of this campaign quickly outpaced the results it 
could deliver. To reconcile receivables, curb mounting costs, and avoid burning out agents and 
alienating customers, the company needed to adopt a more consistent, process-driven approach to 
collections. 

The Solution
A�er considering the alternatives, it became clear that CanadaDirect’s Voice Assistant Solution (VAS) 
was the technology the company needed to reduce costs and improve results. By leveraging carefully 
cra�ed, prerecorded VAS audio to handle responses, rebuttals, and payment 
collection, agents could navigate di�cult conversations and quickly 
collect on thousands of past-due accounts without increasing 
escalations. Additionally, VAS technology allowed the customers 
to securely enter their credit card details through an IVR system
—improving retention and ensuring future payment. Since the 
VAS system delivered superior quality and consistency on every 
call, the company was able to o�shore its campaign without any 
concerns about accents, language barriers, or brand image.



USE CASE: Telecom

The Results
By keeping every call on-script and on-brand, the company collected on more accounts faster and 
drove down costs without sacrificing quality or customer care. A�er just a few months on the VAS 
system, the organization was able to: 

• Decrease total campaign costs by 65 percent

• Save $6 per hour on domestic operations

• Save $14 per hour when the program was migrated o�shore

• Update customer payment details to ensure future payment

• O�shore its campaign without negatively impacting brand image

Increase 
collections by

25 - 30%

“We were extremely pleased with CanadaDirect’s Voice Assistant Solution. The team 
spent an extensive amount of time listening to calls and tweaking VAS recordings to 
perfection, and we achieved peak performance a�er only two weeks of calling.”

– Senior VP of Enhancement, Financial Services Company
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Why Choose a Voice Assistant Solution?
CanadaDirect’s Voice Assistant Solution (VAS) leverages the accuracy of technology and the cognitive 
ability of human intelligence to deliver the perfect call every time. With just the click of a button, reps 
can use prerecorded audio to handle presentations, responses, rebuttals, order taking, and payment 
collection. A live agent manages every call, so each interaction feels like a real conversation. Maintain a 
positive brand image, boost results, reduce acquisition costs, and meet compliance measures with 
ease—whether you choose to run a campaign locally or o�shore.  Request more information 

Make Every Agent Your Best Agent
Schedule a complimentary consultation to experience the power of CanadaDirect’s Voice Assistant 
Solution (VAS) Technology. Call 1.855.420.3244 or email info@canadadirect.ca to book your consult.

https://www.canadadirect.ca/contact-us/

